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Abstract: We demonstrate how all-solid single-trench-assisted (ultra-) bend-insensitive fibers 
meet the FTTH market requirements and growing needs. High manufacturing robustness, 
excellent splicing performances and high MPI tolerance, even in worst-case deployment scenarios, 
are reported. 
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1. Introduction 
The emergence of Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH) networks has spurred the development of fibers with very low 
bending sensitivities, i.e. bend-insensitive fibers (BIFs). These fibers have profiles with standard central cores 
assisted by depressed index areas in the cladding (solid single trench [1,2], solid multiple trenches [3], air-hole 
trench [4,5]). 

 Using a simple and robust all-solid Single-Trench-Assisted (STA) profile, we developed as early as 2006 the first 
BIF [1] compliant with both G.652.D and G.657.B ITU-T recommendations. In 2008, we introduced a G.652.D 
Ultra-BIF (UBIF) [2] that exhibited bend losses 10 times lower than G.657.B and <0.10dB/turn at 5mm bend radius 
at 1550nm.  

In this paper, we address our most recent works on these two fiber types. In section 2, we illustrate the robustness 
of our all-solid STA concept by showing how simple control of the PCVD process allows to tightly limit the 
distributions of the BIF & UBIF characteristics.  In section 3, we investigate deployment aspects of these fibers, 
especially covering their splicing performance and its impact on the Multi-Path Interference (MPI) phenomenon. 

2. Performances 
A robust manufacturing process is mandatory to ensure a tight control of all optical characteristics specified in the 
G.652.D and G.657.B ITU-T recommendations (especially bend losses and cable cut-off wavelength, λCC). All-solid 
STA profile is a simple structure that is well adapted to meet such requirements. Using a full-vectorial finite-
element-method model, we have derived simple engineering rules that translate the required optical tolerances into 
index-profile tolerances for both BIF & UBIF products, whose typical characteristics are given in Table 1. 

 BIF Typical UBIF Typical  BIF Typical UBIF Typical 
at 1310 nm 8.9 8.75 at 1550 nm 0.188 0.188 MFD  

(µm) at 1550 nm 10.0 9.85 
Loss 

(dB/km) at 1625 nm 0.200 0.200 
λ0 (nm) 1318 1316 Macrobending loss     

Wavelength (nm) (dB/turn) 1550 1625 1550 1625 Slope at λ0       
(ps/nm²-km) 0.089 0.090 

5 mm radius 0.2 0.6 0.07 0.18 
7.5 mm radius 0.08 0.2 0.03 0.09 
10 mm radius 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.02 PMD (ps/km1/2) 0.02 0.02 
15 mm radius 0.001 0.005 0.001 0.005 

Table 1: Typical characteristics of all-solid single-trench-assisted BIF & UBIF 

Our PCVD process has been optimized using these specific rules. Fig. 1, 2 & 3 show the tight distributions obtained 
for bend losses and λCC and illustrate the robustness of our manufacturing process. 

 
Fig.1: Bend losses at 7.5mm radius at 1550nm 

of all-solid trench-assisted BIF & UBIF 

 
Fig.2: Bend losses at 5mm radius at 1550nm of 

all-solid trench-assisted UBIF 

 
Fig.3: λCC of all-solid trench-assisted BIF & 

UBIF 
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3. Deployment aspects 
a. Splicing performance  
Several connectivity solutions are worth eligible for fiber deployment, be it either mechanical, fusion splicing or 
fiber connectorization (factory or in-the-field terminated). Whatever the selected technique, some minimum 
requirements have to be met when a new fiber is introduced to a large audience. This is especially true for G.657 
fibers and fast-growing FTTH networks, where mass-splicing tasks are inevitable. First, the splicing operation 
should be efficient, rapid, straightforward to the installers, and reliable to limit future maintenance costs. Second, an 
excellent backward-compatibility with standard G.652.D Single-Mode Fiber (SMF) is enviable to allow trouble-free 
installation while providing excellent compatibility with hardware interface. Following those recommendations, we 
report hereafter the splicing performance of BIFs & UBIFs for fusion and mechanical splices. 

Fusion splicing is considered as the method of choice for mass splicing works by offering high repeatability 
together with long-term reliability. Fusion splice-ability tests have been extensively carried out. Splice loss statistics 
for various fiber combinations are reported in Table 1, and corresponding splice-loss distributions for the BIF case 
in Fig.5. Those aggregated results were derived from more than 1,800 splices samples collected over 6 popular 
single-fiber fusion splicers (AFL/Fujikura, Corning, Fitel, and Sumitomo SET). Each splicer was operated in 
accordance with applicable splicing recommendations for our BIF & UBIF. Those recommendations were proposed 
to accommodate the STA profile with the specifications of the optical system used for core-alignment, whereas 
standard arc fusion parameters used for SMFs can be readily used. As seen from Table 2, there is no substantial 
difference for splicing performance whatever the fiber pairs. This benefit limits the risk to set up the splicer 
incorrectly and guarantee trouble-free splicing operation. Splicing performance is satisfactory (0.02-0.05dB on 
average), and thus therefore demonstrates excellent compatibility with existing installation procedure/equipment as 
well as legacy standard single-mode fibers. 

   1310 nm 1550 nm 
   Average 

Loss 
Std 

Dev. 
Average

Loss 
Std 

Dev. 
   dB dB  dB dB 

UBIF - SMF 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.03 
UBIF - BIF 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 
UBIF - UBIF 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
BIF - SMF 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.02 
BIF - BIF 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 

Table 2: Splice-loss statistics for fusion splicing 
(bi-directional OTDR measurement) 
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Fig.5: Splice-loss histograms for fusion splicing 

Mechanical splicing offers reduced cost expenditure in deployment scenarios where a limited number of splices 
are needed in multiples sites. Due to their passive alignment technique, splice losses are generally more sensitive to 
fiber geometry and optical mismatches, but also to installer’s skills. Here, we report the mechanical splicing 
performance of one popular flat-angle cleaved commercial system. As shown in Fig.6a, the splice loss performance 
remains satisfactory. Tests combined more than 100 individual splices, by sampling the fiber populations based on 
Mode-Field Diameters and fiber geometry criteria. Average splice loss at 1550nm is 0.07dB for UBIF-SMF splice, 
and 0.05 dB for UBIF spliced to itself. Similar figures are found at 1310nm. The related optical return loss 
distributions at 1550nm are reported in Fig.6b with values fully compliant with product specifications (optical return 
loss >50 dB at 1550nm at room temperature). 
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Fig.6: Splice-loss histograms for mechanical splicing (a); optical-return-loss histograms for mechanical splicing (b) 
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b. Splice-induced MPI in the field 
MPI has recently attracted attention in the FTTH context where it could be seen as a more intuitive system 
performance indicator than the cut-off wavelengths, mainly because its level directly relates to system impairments 
[6,7]. Still driven by the same motivations, i.e. studying cases which mimic extreme field installations [6], we report 
results on splice-induced MPI (Fig.7a). 

Fig.7b represents the theoretical and experimental values of MPI induced by fusion splicing as a function of 
wavelength for BIF & UBIF in conditions that are expected to be encountered in the field (<0.1dB/splice). Both 
fibers exhibit worst-case λCC of 1255nm close to the G.652.D upper limit (whereas their typical values are 1210 & 
1230nm, respectively). Theoretical [8] and experimental results show very good agreement above the -60dB 
measurement noise level. As expected, BIF excellent MPI performances at any wavelength longer than 1240nm 
(MPI<<-30dB) have been demonstrated. 
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Fig. 7: Splice-induced MPI experimental setup (a) Fusion splice-induced MPI as a function of wavelength (b) 

 
Due to its ultra bend insensitivity nature, UBIF shows a weaker MPI dependence with wavelength. Its 

performance, however, is still far below the -30dB FTTH threshold [6,7] with values <-40dB. Additional 
experiments with intentional 1dB loss/splice, which would be rejected on the field, show MPI performances 
obviously altered but still below -30dB at 1260nm for both BIF & UBIF. 

Finally, MPI induced by mechanical splicing has been investigated as well. Splice losses measured here at 1550nm 
are lower than 0.1dB with 0.02dB typical value. If slight differences do exist in the MPI wavelength dependence 
among the commercial models tested (3M Fiberlok™ II2529 and AFL/Fujikura SpliceConnect™), they are not 
significant at the level they occur. Both BIF and UBIF exhibit MPI levels lower than -45dB for any wavelength 
longer than 1240nm leading us to the same conclusions as for fusion splicing.  

4. Conclusion 
In this comprehensive test campaign, all-solid single-trench-assisted BIFs & UBIFs appear as mature products that 
can reliably be manufactured on a large scale, compatible with the growing needs of the FTTH market and with 
tighter specifications adapted to specialty applications. 

We have demonstrated that both fibers are fully compliant with existing splicing procedures and provide excellent 
backward compatibility with standard G.652.D fibers. Moreover, the compliance with these specifications in term of 
λCC ensures very high tolerances to both fusion and mechanical splice-induced MPI for any all-solid single-trench-
assisted BIFs & UBIFs deployed in FTTH networks.  
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